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Living Ratings
Sustainability Communication
in Financial Services
Welcome to Living Ratings of Sustainability Communication in
Financial Services; Living Group’s very first analysis and rating
of the FTSE 350 financial sector’s sustainability communications.
We are delighted to present you with a report on our findings.
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Overview
The sustainability dilemma

Short-term financial returns?
Or long term financial sustainability?

Sustainability
communication
matters

The financial services sector is a
controversial sector. Some asset
managers and investment banks
occupy even more controversial
space within that sector.

There is no substitute for clear
communication to ensure that all
stakeholders are aware that these
sustainability principles are in place
and effective.

As specialists in joined-up financial
communications we are well aware
of the extent to which stakeholders’
perceptions can be influenced by
events in the wider financial sector
or the broader market. One only has
to recall the recent scandals at RBS
and Barclays to see how vulnerable
they are.

Therefore we believe it is vital
for companies to inform all their
stakeholders that they have adopted
a sustainability agenda and are
embedding it into the way they
conduct their business. They need
to do more than talk about short-term
financial performance; they need
to communicate how they are:
• Building longer-term sustainable
business opportunities
• Creating social as well as
economic value
• Enhancing the environment and
their local communities.
A joined-up, coherent and wellcommunicated sustainability
programme can be a powerful asset
to business; building its reputation
and ultimately enhancing its brand
equity and market cap.

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com

Moreover it is crucial that financial
services companies not only talk about
behaving with absolute integrity but
that they are visibly seen to do so.
Because, however good or competitive
a company’s products and services,
if their integrity ever came into question,
the trust of their stakeholders and the
sustainability of the business could be
impaired. A track record of engaging,
open, honest and relevant sustainability
and CSR activity is a positive asset to
any company at any time – not least
in a crisis.

“It is crucial that financial
services companies not
only talk about behaving
with absolute integrity
but that they are visibly
seen to do so.”

www.livingratings.com
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CSR & Sustainability
Doing the ‘Right Thing’?
Or ‘Doing the Relevant Thing’?
Ultimately we believe a successful
sustainability campaign is about both.
Companies need to do ‘the right thing’
where a choice exists but this needs
to be aligned with both the business
strategy and its brand.
Successful sustainability communication
goes well beyond reporting on
environment, community, and employee
impacts. To be meaningful it needs
to show how all its interactions and
relationships with its customers,
marketplace, investors and distributors
are aligned with the business model,
strategy and brand.

With half the companies we rated
scoring less than 50% overall it’s
clear that good advice is hard
to find. Living Group’s experience in
sustainability, CSR and annual report
consultancy and production ensures
that we have the knowledge to advise
on structure, content and process.
Living Ratings of Sustainability offers
a wealth of helpful information, insight
and data. Whether firms are planning
their next sustainability website,
CSR report, annual report content,
reviewing their agency, or writing
your next agency brief Living Ratings
can help you understand the gap
between ambition and reality.

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com

“There is no substitute
for clear communication
to ensure that all stakeholders are aware that
these key sustainability
principles are both in
place and effective.”
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Overview
Benchmarking sustainability
communication

If it is clearer now than ever before
that business success is not viable
in isolation and that sustainability
and profitability go hand-in-hand,
companies have a duty to their
people, shareholders and clients
to ensure that they are able not
only to survive, but thrive, as a
responsible business.
Judged in this context what do
stakeholders really learn from a
typical CSR summary of charitable
donations and employee
recycling initiatives?
Improved, dedicated communication
on business sustainability is
developing fast with a wider focus
on firms’ management of a greater
range of sustainability issues.

To GRI or not to GRI?

How do we rate?

When compiling our criteria for Living
Ratings of Sustainability we made a key
decision not to include the presence of a
GRI framework in our criteria. Here’s why.

To provide a benchmark of sustainability
communications to those firms
committed to improving theirs,
Living Ratings reviews, rates and ranks
the sustainability communications
of 49 FTSE 350 financial services
sector firms.

Although the GRI framework offers
guidance on how sustainability or
social responsibility reports should
be produced, it can be seen as overly
complicated - some of the information
that it requires to be disclosed is difficult
to obtain and, we would argue is of
questionable relevance and value –
especially to smaller companies who
have found themselves spending so
much time gathering data that they
have too little resource to actually create
change in their organisation.
Indeed the presence of a GRI framework
in some sustainability reports is no more
than a box-ticking exercise. As a result
we often learn little about the company,
its values and its management philosophy
towards corporate sustainability.
The purpose of Living Ratings is to
help companies make the process of
compiling and producing sustainability
communication quicker and simpler.
Better to begin the process of
sustainability reporting with a few
relevant criteria than to be overwhelmed
by data and do nothing.

Our team of analysts has spent the
last six weeks reviewing and analysing
and ranking over 300 separate CSR,
citizenship and responsible business
communications including standalone
websites, single web pages, brochures
and pdf’s.

Print

Online

PDF format

Little will be achieved without
pragmatism and a real understanding
of companies’ resources.

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com
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Overview
Ratings criteria
Materiality

User experience
and engagement

We have rated each separate piece
of communications against two headline
criteria; Materiality and Engagement.
Firstly, is the sustainability programme
materially relevant to the businesses
in question? Second, is it communicated
in a user-friendly and engaging way?

Sustainability strategy

Introduction

Governance and leadership

Messaging

Non-financial risks

Structure and navigation

Clients and investors

Content

These two criteria consist of 60
separate sub-criteria with in-built value
weightings to reflect what we believe is
the importance of some over others.

Marketplace

Design

Employees
Suppliers
Community
Environment

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com
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Headline findings

Lack of clearly communicated sustainability
strategy in FTSE financial sector
Well, given the benefits outlined earlier
there is a surprising lack of consistency
and quality in the communications
we reviewed.
As a whole the financial services sector
has some way to go in communicating
their sustainability credentials.
Disclosing local or global charitable
practices and listing carbon emission
figures and recycling initiatives are simply
components of corporate responsibility
– they don’t add up to a sustainable
business nor we argue do they
communicate the existence of one.
Our first criteria category is Materiality.
It’s in this area where companies fall
short. Reporting of non-financial risks

and relevant economic and marketplace
sustainability issues is the true test of
whether the sector will salvage
credibility with its consumers. Not solely
in the reporting of environment or
Community activity.
And this is one of the ironies of the
results - among four of the five sectors
the strongest area of their sustainability
communication is ‘Community’ activity.
Only banks perform well in the areas
that really matter - Strategy & Materiality.
As I said before... what can we really
learn about a firm’s sustainability
credentials from either their community
activity or indeed how they manage their
environmental impacts?

If you would like to organise a
bespoke analysis of your company’s
sustainability communications,
along with all the detailed results
of our analysis, we can provide
a personal Living Ratings proposal
that we can present and discuss
with you.

If you’d like to take advantage
of this service then please
contact us:
call us on
020 7739 8899
or email
livingratings@living-group.com

“A well-communicated
sustainability programme
can be a powerful asset
to business; building its
reputation and ultimately
enhancing its brand
equity and market cap.”

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com
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Headline findings Continued

• Around a quarter of the companies rated provide little
more than a CSR statement or a list of bullet points
with no supporting detail or performance metrics
• 6 companies provided no sustainability
or CSR communication at all
• 88% of FTSE 100 companies scored above 50%
• In not one of our ratings categories do FTSE 250 companies
rate higher than FTSE 100 companies or Small Caps
better than FTSE 250s.

Best in Sector

Company

Best in FTSE
Financial

Provident Financial

93%

1

Banks

82%

Best in FTSE
Banks

Royal Bank of Scotland

89%

2

Life
Insurance

62%

Best in FTSE
Asset Managers

Man Group

70%

3

45%

Best in FTSE
Financial Services

Financial
Services

Provident Financial

93%
4

Non Life
Insurance

40%

5

Asset
Managers

37%

Best FTSE
Life Insurance
Best FTSE
Non-Life Insurance

Aviva
RSA Insurance

Sector rankings

84%
83%

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com
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Headline findings Continued
FTSE 100 vs 250 vs Small Cap

Index

Highest Scoring
Company

Score

Sector
Average

FTSE 100

Royal Bank of Scotland

89%

69%

FTSE 250

Provident Financial

93%

43%

FTSE
Small Cap

Camellia

35%

23%

ONN
WN
VN

Score

UN

Materiality
The purpose of this category has been to
determine the level to which companies
appear to link sustainability to business
strategy. Against each of our criteria we
have looked for the existence of Key
Performance Indicators; evidence-based
reporting in the context of business
sustainability strategy.
User experience & engagement
Beyond simple functionality few
companies make a clear attempt to
engage the user in their online reports
using engaging and interactive tools.
As the internet becomes more and
more sophisticated, at a rate that most
companies can only aspire to keep
up with, there are many sustainability
websites that do not have even simple
functionality like a download or
search function.

TN
SN
RN

ONN

QN

PSN

PN

'&&*

“88% of FTSE 100
companies alone scored
above 50%.”

ON
N

Criteria

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com

“In this year’s Living
Ratings Engagement
criteria score higher
than Materiality criteria.
This reflects poorly on
aspects of Materiality
reporting as a whole.”

www.livingratings.com
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Headline findings Continued
Sustainability
(Combined Materiality + User Experience)

Highest scoring company:

Provident Financial

Highest score:

93%

Average score for companies:

49%

Highest scoring
companies

Highest scoring
sector & ranking

Top 5
Provident
Financial

Top 5
93%

1

Banks

82%

2

Life
Insurance

62%

3

Financial
Services

45%

RBS

89%

Aviva

84%

HSBC

84%

4

Non Life
Insurance

40%

Lloyds

84%

5

Asset
Managers

37%

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com
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Headline findings Continued
Materiality
Our criteria

Highest scoring company:

Provident Financial

Highest score:

95%

Average score for companies:

40%

Highest scoring
companies

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Top 5
Provident
Financial

The purpose of this category has been to
determine the level to which companies
appear to link sustainability to business
strategy. Against each of our criteria we
have looked for the existence of Key
Performance Indicators; evidence-based
reporting in the context of business
sustainability strategy.

Sector rankings
95%

1

Banks

79%

2

Life
Insurance

52%

3

Non Life
Insurance

32%

RBS

85%

Lloyds
Banking Group

84%

Legal
& General

83%

3

Financial
Services

32%

RSA
Insurance

80%

5

Asset
Managers

31%

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com
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Headline findings Continued
User experience & engagement
Our criteria

RSA Insurance
HSBC

Highest scoring companies:

Highest score:

98%

Average score for companies:

66%

Highest scoring
companies

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Top 5
RSA
Insurance
HSBC

Living Ratings focus in this category
is on perceived pleasure and value
and takes branding and aesthetics
into account as well as looking at how
companies are making web sites and
printed reports easy to use, navigate,
valuable, and effective for visitors.

Sector rankings
98%
98%

Aviva

97%

Provident
Financial

96%

Lloyds

95%

1

Banks

87%

2

Life
Insurance

82%

3

Financial
Services

70%

3

Non Life
Insurance

56%

5

Asset
Managers

52%

To organise a personal presentation of our findings on any individual
company call us on 020 7739 8899 or email livingratings@living-group.com
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Company analysis
A-Z
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3i
Following on from a strong annual
report 3i feature a page dedicated to
sustainability as part of its corporate
web site. With a strong emphasis on
responsible investment and partnership
as well as effective governance and due
diligence practices there’s room for more
particularly with regard to strategy
and policy. We would certainly

recommend aiming for more breadth
and detail for this to make an impact.
For example, the inclusion of information
on its sustainability framework,
employee retention and recruitment
strategies and activities or discussion of
the relevant charitable and community
activities would help broaden its appeal.

Key strengths

Supplier reporting
Clear messaging
Key weaknesses

Community
Environment
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

23 / 50
Position in sub-sector

6 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

80%

40%

54%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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VN

VN

TN
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PN
N
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Aberdeen Asset Management
Aberdeen Asset Management have
produced both online and pdf versions
of their CSR report. In most categories,
a greater range of detail and metrics
can be found in the pdf – definitely
a missed opportunity for the online.
We would like to see more risk and

regulatory information as it would have
given perspective to the governance
model highlighted. The company makes
mention of the seven pillars of CSR and
how they add structure to the strategy
but they don’t really go into detail. It has
potential be a really strong report.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Community
Key weaknesses

Clients/Investors
Risk Management
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

21 / 50
Position in sub-sector

4 / 12

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

51%

59%

76%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Admiral Group
Admiral Group’s online CSR report,
found in the ‘Our Culture’ section of the
corporate website, consists mainly of links
to pages summarising the four key areas
of focus. They provide a downloadable
pdf but this is simply a copy of the CSR
section of their latest annual report.
Most of what is found online is rather

lengthy but lacking in detail. We would
like to see more references to specific
activities, policies and practices, as
well as commitments governance and
measurement. They undoubtedly have
this in place but it is not reported on
in their narrative.

Key strengths

Community
Design
Key weaknesses

Governance
Marketplace reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

30 / 50
Position in sub-sector

4/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

40%

Score per User Experience total

48%

33%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)

OPN

OPN

ONN

ONN

VN
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Ashmore Group
Ashmore Group have produced a single
web page on sustainability issues - with
the ability to download a pdf report that is part of the Corporate and Investor
Relations site. Although Ashmore
make mention of their investment
process we’d like to see more breadth
and depth. Although there are short
statements on employee policy there is
a lack of engaging detail and we’d also

recommend more about their client
and supplier relationships. Also we’d like
to see more about their CSR strategy
within the context of company strategy,
plus some relevant KPIs and metrics.
As an investment manager that focuses
on the emerging markets, we would like
to see coverage of governance, risk and
due diligence at the forefront of their
sustainability communication.

Key strengths

Environment
Home page & Intro
Key weaknesses

Governance
Risk Management
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

36 / 50
Position in sub-sector

7 / 12

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

20%

32%

45%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)

OPN
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Aviva
The HTML report includes download
options, numerous links to social
media, animation and case studies.
Although the heading states Corporate
Responsibility Report 2011, this is a good
example of best practice communication
for all things sustainable. The way Aviva
addresses the issues is both refreshing

and relevant. Whilst going through the
various sections of the online report,
we got the feeling that sustainability is
embedded right through the company
from governance to consumer to
benefactor of the charities supported.
However we would like to see more
metrics and KPIs within the narrative.

Key strengths

Employee reporting
Design
Key weaknesses

Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

3 / 50
Position in sub-sector

1/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

77%

84%

97%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Barclays Group
With a dedicated HTML and printed
‘Citizenship’ report, lots of KPIs and
metrics to highlight how they deliver
their CSR strategy, Barclays have
delivered an engaging and interactive
website. With the benefit of hindsight
though reading Barclays ‘Citizenship’
report and how they are committed

to restoring trust through their corporate
responsibility targets is an interesting task.
Commitments aside though Barclays
have done an excellent job in translating
policy into both print and web formats.
We’d like to see more specific market
and industry context, client model data
and supporting metric.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Community
Key weaknesses

Marketplace reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

8 / 50
Position in sub-sector

4/5

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

75%

79%

93%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Beazley
Beazley have an HTML site dedicated
to CSR – it summarises the business
and includes references to CSR policy
but disappointingly reads like a cut
and paste from a policy paper. The end
result is an overload of narrative and
a lot of scrolling and narrative to
plough through. They state, for example
in the introduction that ‘as an insurer
we believe we can exert a strong
influence by promoting effective risk

management’ they could do well to
explain the risk management framework
or provide some case studies to back up
their views. Their main focus appears to
be employee policies, charitable causes
and environmental practices rather
than aligning their CSR activity with
business strategy. An increased focus
on page layout, design and copy
management would make the online
report much easier to digest.

Key strengths

Community
Home page & Intro
Key weaknesses

Marketplace reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

34 / 50
Position in sub-sector

5/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

28%

33%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

OPN

ONN

ONN

VN

VN

TN

TN

RN
N

50%

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)

OPN

PN

Score per User Experience total
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Camellia
With a dedicated website that focuses
on employee, community and workplace
principles and makes use of engaging
photos and collapsible sections for
easy reading Camellia rate strongly.
The weakness is that by including a
‘Vision’ they we’d expect there to
be a link between sustainability and
CSR and the overall group strategy.
However the ‘Vision’ is simply a set
of principles that the company adheres

to with no wider perspective. Although
there are wider categories listed as
part of Corporate Social Responsibility
including Workplace, Community and
Environment most of the content is
written at a high level with little detail on
activities and outcomes. We would like
to see more metrics and more on who
is ultimately responsible for ensuring
delivery of business sustainability.

Key strengths

Navigation
Home page & Intro
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Employee reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

32 / 50
Position in sub-sector

9 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

9%

35%

86%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Catlin Group
Catlin Group’s CSR report is a great
example of real estate and expectations
coming together well. They place CSR
at the top of the corporate website
so that wherever you are, you are
reminded that above all, corporate
responsibility underpins everything that
they do. Catlin’s online report acts as
a taster to the more detailed pdf that

covers strategy, community, workplace,
environment and marketplace, where
metrics and policy information combine
well. What is presented online is clear
and concise with related content
available on most pages plus case
studies and social media links. With more
focus on design engagement this could
certainly improve.

Key strengths

Clients/Investors
Community
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

13 / 50
Position in sub-sector

2/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

58%

70%

92%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Charles Taylor Consulting
Charles Taylor’s sustainability
communication consists of a two line
Ethical policy statement as part of the
Investor section of their corporate
website. It’s a missed opportunity to
provide more detail on a whole range
of business related sustainability issues

including wider employee, environment
and marketplace activities. Having clearly
dedicated valuable HTML real estate
to the topic of CSR the company now
need to develop the content in greater
breadth and depth within the context
of their business.

Key strengths

Home page & Intro
Design
Key weaknesses

All materiality criteria
Clear messaging
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

45 / 50
Position in sub-sector

13 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

0%

21%

58%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Chesnara
Chesnara promote a Social Responsibility
link as part of their corporate web site.
Disappointingly it leads to a word for
word lift of their corporate and social
responsibility statement from the 2011
annual report. This is entirely policy led
and focuses on the workplace and the

environment. They are missing a clear
opportunity to enhance their brand.
The addition of more detail if they
could add more detail, metrics, policies,
activities and practices plus relevant
images and graphics to inform and
engage the reader would really help.

Key strengths

Home page & Intro
Search capability
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Environment
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

44 / 50
Position in sub-sector

9/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

8%

22%

47%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Close Brothers Group
Close Brothers feature a Corporate
Responsibility statement as part of
the Investor Relations section of their
corporate website but it is simply a
download of the annual report’s CSR
section plus text referring to The 2010
Bribery Act. When reviewing the pdf
document in detail, we find references

to employee, customer, environmental
and community policy but they are very
high level with few supporting metrics.
Given their brand savvy approach
to communications Close have
missed an opportunity to develop a
standalone, engaging and relevant
sustainability narrative.

Key strengths

Community
Home page & Intro
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Risk management
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

28 / 50
Position in sub-sector

8 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

30%

42%

58%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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F&C Asset Management
F&C Asset Management take great pride
in their CSR performance through the
positions they maintain in several external
benchmarks. Easily accessible as part of
their corporate site a CSR page highlights
their performance although most of the
information contained online summarises
what is available via a downloadable
pdf report. As one would expect, this
report is more detailed, containing KPIs,
metrics and detailed policy relating to the

four main categories that make up F&C’s
CSR strategy: Marketplace, Environment,
Workplace and Community. The devil
is certainly in the details here and the
data provided towards the end of the
report is where you will find policy
meeting practice. We would like to see
more narrative explaining the client
relationship model and employee
recruitment strategy.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Marketplace reporting
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

19 / 50
Position in sub-sector

3 / 12

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

67%

61%

55%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Henderson Group
Henderson feature two pages that
link to corporate responsibility entitled
Responsible Investment and Corporate
Responsibility. The Responsible
Investment page summarises the
products and services that relate to
ESG principles across their funds with
numerous downloads with more detail
on policy, etc. Henderson’s CR strategy
consists of four pillars: marketplace,

workplace, environment and community
& suppliers but there is no indication
about how policies are managed nor
is there any reference to governance,
risk management or their client
relationship model. With a great deal
of good relevant content available
improved layout and content planning
would really help the reader.

Key strengths

Community
Environment
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Risk management
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

25 / 50
Position in sub-sector

6 / 12

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

45%

48%

53%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Hiscox
Corporate responsibility has been
given deserved prominence on Hiscox’s
corporate website – it is easy to locate,
easy to navigate and features a simple,
clean design to aid and engage the user
through their site. It could benefit from
additional attention when though too

add some case studies and examples
to complement the many high level
explanations of corporate policy.
Apart from the environmental statistics,
there are also few KPIs and metrics
provided to substantiate the reporting.

Key strengths

Environment
Home page & Intro
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

28 / 50
Position in sub-sector

3/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

21%

42%

70%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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HSBC
HSBC’s Sustainability Report goes one
better than its annual report. Mainly
because there is a website dedicated to
Sustainability whereas the annual report
is a pdf. The website complements
the printed version well with more
detail available in the pdf document.
Interestingly the pdf version has a cleaner
feel to it from a design standpoint with

the website suffering from an overload
of text in places. We particularly like
how most sections are supported by
case studies or external links. There is an
engaging narrative in the pdf report that
looks to 2050 and how CSR may evolve.
It’s a worthy presentation of HSBC’s
sustainability credentials.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Clients/Investors
Key weaknesses

Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

3 / 50
Position in sub-sector

2/5

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

76%

84%

98%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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ICAP
ICAP publish a simple CSR statement as
part of the Corporate Governance pages
in the Investor Relations site. There is
no downloadable pdf or separate
CSR report or links to associated pages
that relate to the content published.
The company emphasise that they
conduct themselves in a socially
responsible way in each of the countries
in which they operate and that there are

policies in place that each employee is
to adhere to and the CEO of the
company is ultimately responsible for
enforcing. The rest of the statement
includes references to employee and
environmental policies; the latter
containing the only metrics relating to
carbon emissions. Definitely a missed
opportunity to enhance the ICAP brand.

Key strengths

Environment
Search capability
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

43 / 50
Position in sub-sector

12 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

14%

23%

40%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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IG Group Holdings
IG Group have done a capable job of
communicating their CSR activities but
there is clearly room for improvement.
The online version is easily located in
the Investor Relations section of the
corporate website and is consistent
in the way the pages are laid out.
The emphasis up front is maintaining
and exceeding corporate governance
but there is no commentary as to how
this is to be achieved - Who is ultimately
responsible, How are CSR risks identified
and mitigated? And although references

are made to regulatory bodies and
policies that are adhered to, it means
very little without context to how it is
enforced. There’s added emphasis on
environmental and workplace practices
and it reads a bit high level in places
and certainly more metrics/KPIs would
have been useful. The company states
that they are committed to ensuring its
interactions with various stakeholders
are managed responsibly – it would be
great to see some examples.

Key strengths

Community
Environment
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

20 / 50
Position in sub-sector

4 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

44%

60%

85%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Intermediate Capital Group
A single CSR page in the shareholder
section of ICG’s corporate website
focuses mainly on charitable initiatives.
There is also a small section at the
bottom of the page dedicated to
corporate practices used to talk about
environmental impacts. The page also

consists of photos of employees involved
in local charitable activities. It’s a classic
example of telling us how they are
‘Doing the Right Thing’ in a few limited
areas while missing an opportunity to
use CSR to support business strategy.

Key strengths

Home page & Intro
Search capability
Key weaknesses

All materiality criteria
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

42 / 50
Position in sub-sector

11 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

7%

25%

60%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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International Personal Finance
We commend how International Personal
Finance communicate their sustainability
credentials. With a prominent position on
its website and numerous corresponding
downloads and links throughout its
pages, the way they present their
approach and business model reinforces
how sustainability is core to their overall
business strategy. From governance
to reporting and stakeholder practices,
policies are not only explained but given

added perspective with company-wide
case studies. Social media, multiple
navigation options and download options
keep the user engaged. If a criticism is
to be made it would be that the use
of collapsible sections or more graphics
could help break up the huge amount
of text in each of the pages. A good
example of sustainability reporting for
the financial services sector.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Key weaknesses

Marketplace reporting
Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

10 / 50
Position in sub-sector

2 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

71%

73%

85%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Investec
Investec state that they have been
publishing sustainability reports for nearly
twelve years now and their experience
in this area is certainly reflected in their
report for 2012. The company’s approach
consists of three main categories:
Profit, Planet and People. Along with a
website that summarises the information
found on the report, they provide the
option to download a pdf version or view

a microsite. Each of the versions clearly
communicates that sustainability is at the
core of defining how they drive business.
What is missing however is some idea
of how the whole platform is governed
and who ultimately is responsible for
bringing it all together. What is the
framework in which the employees
and divisions operate to ensure
adherence to corporate policy?

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Clear messaging
Key weaknesses

Governance
Clients/Investors
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

13 / 50
Position in sub-sector

3 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

62%

70%

92%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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IP Group
IP provide a page relating to environmental
and charitable policy which is easily located
on the corporate website. There is also a
link to company policies that consist of
downloadable pdfs of the anti-corruption,
bribery, CSR, environment and employee
policies. Unfortunately at the time of
writing, the social media links weren’t
working. IP Group have a prominent CSR
section as part of their corporate website
which at the date of this review appeared

partly finished – the ‘environmental policy’
section states ‘Coming Soon’ and the pdf
download of their corporate responsibility
report is dated 2010. We were unable to
find mention of how CSR is integrated into
corporate strategy, governance structure,
key stakeholders, etc. With the benefit
of some integrated communication and
content planning this could take a good
step forward.

Key strengths

Home page & Intro
Search capability
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Risk management
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

32 / 50
Position in sub-sector

9 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

7%

35%

74%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group
JLT focus on four main areas of CSR in
the ‘About JLT’ section of their corporate
website. There are dedicated pages
summarising the standard environmental,
workplace, charity and community
policies along with a page highlighting
their code of conduct. Most of what
is written is quite generic and lacking
specific case studies, details or metrics.
Although JLT specialise in risk there

is no mention of how they mitigate
non-financial risk themselves within
the CR structure of their business.
There is also a great opportunity for
them to communicate more about the
senior management’s ownership of
sustainability and to tell us more about
the governance framework that supports
what is being reported.

Key strengths

Community
Home page & Intro
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

37 / 50
Position in sub-sector

6/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

31%

Score per User Experience total

53%

23%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Jupiter Fund Management
Jupiter don’t have a dedicated corporate
responsibility website or report but
they do have a section as part of their
corporate site titled, ‘Sustainable
Investment and Governance’ where we
learn how company policy is dedicated
to investment in sustainable companies

and that there is a framework established
to support good market practice. This is
good business relevant communication
– and a solid platform for Jupiter to
develop a broader piece of dedicated
sustainability communication.

Key strengths

Governance
Search capability
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Risk management
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

40 / 50
Position in sub-sector

8 / 12

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

10%

28%

64%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Lancashire Holdings
Based on the information posted on
Lancashire’s corporate site, it is clear
that their CSR priorities mainly consist
of their charitable contributions to the
community. They make this point on
the opening page of the corporate
responsibility website and is supported
in the video interview attached by CEO
Richard Brindle who also focuses on
the company’s charitable partnerships.
The main navigation on the right side

of the screen does take some getting
used to but it is here where you will
find the other components of CSR
for the group, employees and the
environment. One wonders why they
make no mention of them on the main
page. With Lancashire do they do well
but it is limited in scope and generally
high level we would like to more breadth
and depth across all areas of sustainable
business and CSR.

Key strengths

Environment
Home page & Intro
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

37 / 50
Position in sub-sector

6/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

16%

31%

60%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Legal & General Group
Legal and General have been reporting
on their sustainable business practices
for over seven years and the experience
shows. Business sustainability is promoted
in a prominent location on the corporate
website with loads of links to key
sections, feedback and social media.
Corporate responsibility is prominent
in their strategy and they report on
the main CSR issues explicitly, in clear
language with supporting metrics. All of
their policy documents are either linked
or downloadable so you don’t have to

navigate through the search engine to
find most of the data. Its integration of
business model, strategy and product
into the CSR narrative throughout is a
real strength. And not only have they
used social media, download options
and external website links to keep you
engaged but they include a quick and
easy page that allows them to get your
opinion on the issues facing you and
your business so that they can further
align their strategy to the needs of all
the communities they support.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Clients/Investors
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

6 / 50
Position in sub-sector

2/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

83%

Score per User Experience total

83%

94%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Lloyds Banking Group
Lloyds Banking Group have done well
translating their CSR policy in both a pdf
and website format. They place great
emphasis on their responsibilities towards
communities and sustainable business
practices. The website itself is quite easy
to navigate and includes both narrative
and graphical highlights of the pdf report.
If you are looking for detail, then you
should definitely download the full report

from the website. But don’t be too hasty
in doing so as the website contains
some engaging case studies that aren’t
found in the pdf document. The download
centre, social media links, case studies
and clear branding make the website
an engaging experience overall.
An irritation is the scroll function used
to get into the report and the lack of
a simple bread crumb trail.

Key strengths

Governance
Employee reporting
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

3 / 50
Position in sub-sector

2/5

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

84%

Score per User Experience total

84%

95%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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London Stock Exchange Group
Although the London Stock Exchange
Group have produced a CSR site that is
easily found and also easy to navigate,
it is not the most engaging experience.
What they have produced in their pdf
equivalent has good references to
governance, regulatory and legislative
practices and policies relating to their

CSR pillars: Community, People, Ethics
and Governance and Environment.
Reporting on workplace issues is at times
a bit high level in places and we would
have liked to see them raise the degree
of visual engagement and provide more
KPIs and metrics as part of the narrative
on each pillar.

Key strengths

Community
Environment
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Clients/Investors
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

22 / 50
Position in sub-sector

5 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

58%

Score per User Experience total

42%

76%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Man Group*
Man Group have produced an
outstanding dedicated sustainability
website – mansustainability.com – linked
directly from the CSR page of the Man
Group website. The home page provides
options to explore via audience type,
CSR activity or sustainability issues.
They clearly ‘get’ business sustainability
and have communicated its relevance in
an engaging way online. Key stakeholders

from investors to graduates are clearly
identified, personalised by quotes from
the relevant manager heading up
each narrative. There are some engaging
tools used on this site: the outstanding
‘Performance Dashboard’ option that
allows you to pull down key data from
sections of the report and the cross
platform video playback highlighting
Man’s corporate story.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Community
Key weaknesses

Marketplace reporting
Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

13 / 50
Position in sub-sector

1 / 12
* Man removed their Sustainability website in October 2012.

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

70%

Score per User Experience total

63%

89%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Martin Currie
Martin Currie’s CSR communication
consists mainly of reports on charitable
activities and good environmental
practices. The CSR page in the ‘About
Us’ section of the corporate website
clearly states the company’s philosophy
about employee engagement with
respect to both these areas – it does
not however incorporate anything else.

Although there are links to several
CSR related categories as part of
the ‘About Us’ narrative it is slightly
deceptive. We would like to have
seen much more coverage of their
CSR strategy, business model, client
management, workplace recruitment
and retention policies and governance.

Key strengths

Home page & Intro
Search capability
Key weaknesses

All materiality criteria
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

41 / 50
Position in sub-sector

9 / 12

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

27%

Score per User Experience total

7%

63%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Novae Group
Novae promote their corporate
responsibility policies as part of the
‘About Us’ section of their corporate
website. The content provided
summarises both their philosophy and
practices that have been put into place

to support each area of focus. However
much more attention needs to be given
to design, visual engagement and the
breadth and strength of narrative
around relevant activities, policies,
KPI’s and metrics.

Key strengths

Community
Environment
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

39 / 50
Position in sub-sector

8/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

30%

Score per User Experience total

31%

36%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Old Mutual
Old Mutual have a clearly visible
Responsible Business section as part
of their corporate website. This site
also includes a link that takes you to
a reporting site that includes various
related reports and downloadable
options. If you are looking for KPI’s
and metrics, then the downloadable
pdf version of the report is where to
go. Otherwise the online site provides
enough information to understand

the company’s strategy, policies and
practices for each of the sustainability
issues identified. We would have liked
to see more detail on client profile and
a description of the relationship model
– this appears to be missing from both
platforms. But they do however link
their business and responsible business
strategy quite seamlessly and explicitly
state that their customer strategy is
inter-related for just this reason.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Community
Key weaknesses

Clients/Investors
Marketplace reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

12 / 50
Position in sub-sector

4/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

71%

Score per User Experience total

63%

92%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Paragon Group of Companies
Paragon Group specialises in the
mortgage market as a buy-to-let lender
and loan servicer. It is not surprising
that recent economic events have
had a huge impact on their business.
With the spotlight so firmly focused on

the financial services sector, sustainability
reporting is a highly effective way to build
a brand and communicate long-term
strategic goals to all their stakeholders.
However Paragon appear not to have
grasped this opportunity.

Key strengths

Community
Environment
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

27 / 50
Position in sub-sector

7 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

44%

Score per User Experience total

26%

84%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Phoenix Group Holdings
The first of Phoenix Group’s CSR site is
a link to the pdf version of their CSR
report – this is a copy of the CSR content
of the annual report. Although further
information on CSR policies can be
found online it reads as a very high level
overview of the four main areas that
they report on: workplace, stakeholders,

community and environment. There are
some KPI’s but these are inconsistent
and there is no indication as to how they
govern their CR strategy or even how it
links with their overall business model.
Due to a coding error the quote from
the Group CEO has been cut short.

Key strengths

Employee reporting
Community
Key weaknesses

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

26 / 50
Position in sub-sector

7/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

46%

Score per User Experience total

29%

66%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Provident Financial
Provident Financial’s pdf based
sustainability communication contains
more detail than the online version but
they work well together in a seamless,
integrated fashion. Spend some time
reading these and you will see why we
rate it highly – Provident Financial have
certainly earned their rating as a leader
in sustainability reporting. From start to
finish, they communicate with engaging
narrative and supporting metrics and
case studies effortlessly. We are

familiar with their risk, relationship
and governance reporting from rating
their annual report and therefore know
the strength of this content going in.
Through each section they manage
to convey the relevance of each theme
not only to corporate sustainability
but to longer term corporate strategy.
They include social media options,
external links and various ways to get
in touch to further engage the reader.

Key strengths

Everything
Key weaknesses

Very little and
not significant
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

1 / 50
Position in sub-sector

1 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

93%

Score per User Experience total

95%

96%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Prudential
Prudential’s corporate responsibility site
is not only easy to navigate but engaging
too; loaded with all sorts of bells and
whistles the home page includes social
media links, feedback options, the ability
to view all of the company CSR contacts,
an iPad app and a link to download the
full report. The online and pdf equivalent
from a reporting standpoint are not that

dissimilar. What they touch on in terms
of policy is often expressed in more
detail on the pdf document but in
terms of metrics and KPIs, that too
is available online in a dedicated page.
The key CSR themes, fully embedded
in the company’s vision and model
according to the CEO statement,
are a constant.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Community
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

16 / 50
Position in sub-sector

5/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

68%

Score per User Experience total

60%

91%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Rathbone Brothers plc
As part of their ‘About Us’ narrative
on the corporate website Rathbones
feature a section dedicated to Corporate
Responsibility. This focuses on the fairly
standard areas of People, Environment,
Community and SRI. This is important,
but we would have preferred to see from
the start how this fits in to their Wealth
Management strategy and what makes
their specific business sustainable in

the long term. The CSR section of the
corporate site could confuse the reader
with links to the CSR report as part of
the detailed 2011 Report and Accounts
website Metrics are provided periodically
but there is a lack of visual engagement
to support the narrative. There are a few
references to 2008 which could easily
mislead the casual reader into thinking
the information is dated.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Environment
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

24 / 50
Position in sub-sector

5 / 14

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

53%

Score per User Experience total

71%

50%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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RBS
This report is well worth a look as
both design and content work
superbly together in communicating
RBS’s sustainability commitments.
Engaging from the start with an easy
layout and animation to walk you through
the key material categories in which they
report CSR. Each section comes with
videos, related links and loads of metrics.
We particularly liked the section dedicated
to Local CEOs – an innovative concept

used in local branches to give both
responsibility and authority to engage
with the community in order to establish
goodwill locally. Their governance section
covers absolutely everything: framework,
risks, regulatory assurances and
engagement. Promoting ‘Fair Banking’
at the front of the sustainability home
page is integral to communicating
sustainability priorities in the longer term.

Key strengths

Nearly all criteria

Key weaknesses

Supplier reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

2 / 50
Position in sub-sector

1/5

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

89%

Score per User Experience total

85%

94%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Resolution
During the process of rating sustainability
reports we have found that some
companies linking themselves to a group
CSR website. Resolution Ltd/FriendsLife
have done the opposite and it is a
great example of how to position the
parent-sub relationship in terms of CSR
reporting. Resolution are transparent in
the way they communicate corporate
governance, policy description and
details and systems and controls.
FriendsLife then report how these
policies translate into practice throughout

the business. On the FriendsLife website
you will find more detail on each of
the material issues that have been
identified and the supporting KPIs to
back them up. The CSR home page of
the FriendsLife corporate site is quite easy
to locate as well as navigate. The page
includes a link to their online report as
well as a link that provides ‘Fast Facts’
and their latest ClimateWise report.
We would have liked to have seen
references to supplier related policy and
metrics to back up the customer model.

Key strengths

Nearly all criteria
Key weaknesses

Supplier reporting
Search capability
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

8 / 50
Position in sub-sector

3/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

79%

Score per User Experience total

78%

75%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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RSA Insurance Group
RSA’s CSR communication is given
prominence on their corporate site and
is both easy to locate and easy to
navigate – they have done an excellent
job in translating and communicating
their CSR strategies and policies both
in their website and printed reports.
They highlight three areas of materiality –
environment, safety and social inclusion –
which are graphically represented in a risk
matrix and in the Key Issues section of the
website; exciting stuff materiality matrix

is a rare sight! The reporting itself is easy
to understand and supported by loads of
metrics. There is an option to download
the full report as well as follow via social
media sites. We would have liked to see
more detail on the client relationship
model and how they fuse it with their
customer approach. We would like to see
more responsible marketing information
as this would have fitted nicely as part
of their customer narrative.

Key strengths

Nearly all criteria

Key weaknesses

Marketplace reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

6 / 50
Position in sub-sector

1/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

Score per User Experience total

80%

83%

98%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Schroders
Schroders differentiates itself from the
pack by producing a standalone online
CSR report. Often we have to look at
downloadable pdf versions of the CSR
report for more detail on sustainable
policies or practices. And yes there are
some elements excluded from the HTML
site but it does not diminish the strength
in the reporting. Where they have
supporting metrics, they are provided
in both. There is actually more online in

terms of latest news and social media
functionality. The perspective they provide
in their Marketplace section is quite good,
integrating company specific products/
policies with industry wide practices.
They are also quite transparent in the
way they engage with their workforce
through annual town hall meetings,
consultation forums, ‘TV shows’ and
other internal tools.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Community
Key weaknesses

Risk management
Clients/Investors
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

18 / 50
Position in sub-sector

2 / 12

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

63%

Score per User Experience total

57%

85%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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St James’s Place
Although St. James’s Place tell us
that Corporate social responsibility is
“fundamental to our core beliefs and
to managing a sustainable business”
they stick to some fairly generic and
standard reporting of charitable causes
and environmental commitments with

little alignment to business strategy and
brand. We believe there exists a great
opportunity for SJP to develop and
communicate sustainability programme
that supports the business strategy and
the brand with a lot more breadth and
depth than currently exists.

Key strengths

Community
Environment
Key weaknesses

Most other
material criteria
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

31 / 50
Position in sub-sector

8/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

39%

Score per User Experience total

80%

20%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Standard Chartered
Standard Chartered have a sustainability
page as part of the corporate website
that clearly links into their Sustainability
Review 2011. There are loads of bells
and whistles at your disposal to make
this an engaging experience: social
media, download centre, videos,
animation in places to name but a
few. We found navigation between

the reports rather clunky in places.
For example, the key policies and
KPIs for employees can be found in
the Community section rather than
the employee section as part of the
Stakeholder page. And because they link
between sites and the annual report site,
you can easily get lost as the look and
feel of all are basically the same.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Governance
Key weaknesses

Supplier reporting
Clear messaging
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

11 / 50
Position in sub-sector

5/5

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

72%

Score per User Experience total

77%

53%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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Standard Life
You cannot miss Standard Life’s
sustainability report; it features strongly
on its corporate website and is one of
the main navigation options. They also
differentiate themselves by providing a
downloadable summary report of their
sustainability performance for the year
rather than the more detailed version
that you see from their peers. We like
the fact that what is reported online is a
clear and comprehensive review of the

year’s performance. There is some good
relationship reporting supported by metrics
and KPIs for added depth and they also
provide links to specific sustainability
policies, a glossary and the latest
sustainability news. It is the governance
though that reinforces long-term
sustainable practices and without a clear
understanding of how policies are put into
practice, measured and set you feel that
you only get part of the picture here.

Key strengths

Sustainability strategy
Employee reporting
Key weaknesses

Governance
Marketplace reporting
Position in FTSE Financial Sector

17 / 50
Position in sub-sector

6/9

Score per Sustainability total

Score per Materiality total

72%

Score per User Experience total

77%

53%

Company vs Sector
(% score / criteria chart)

Company vs Sector vs FTSE Financial
(% score / criteria chart)
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List of companies with no dedicated
sustainability communication at time of publishing

Amlin
Brewin Dolphin
City of London Investment Group
Evolution Group
Hargreaves Lansdown
Tullett Prebon
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Appendix
Performance by
individual criteria
(3 main)
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Materiality: Sustainability strategy
Our criteria
A company’s sustainability strategy is
key to understanding its ambition in
becoming a long term viable business
and should be a key priority in any
financial services firm’s communications.

Average company score
for companies

43% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Schroders

1

Banks

Investec

2

Life
Insurance

67%

3

Asset
Managers

42%

4

Non Life
Insurance

22%

5

Financial
Services

21%

Catlin Group

43%

100%

Materiality: Governance
Our criteria
Living Ratings looks to see if a company
effectively explains how it leads and runs
its sustainability programme; Do they
refer to the existence of a sustainability
committee or framework within overall
governance structure or is it struggling
for corporate attention? Is the
programme a nod to political
correctness or is it a genuine board
and management priority?

12% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Lloyds Banking Group

1

Banks

85%

Provident Financial

2

Life
Insurance

43%

3

Asset
Managers

29%

4

Financial
Services

22%

5

Non Life
Insurance

14%

Resolution

Average company score
for companies

33%
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Materiality: Risk management
Our criteria
Risk management is an essential
component of the investment process
for investors in any company and a key
requirement for any financial services
firm seeking to communicate a highquality, sustainable business. Living
Ratings looks for evidence of
risk management in the overall
sustainability architecture.

Average company score
for companies

6% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Resolution

1

Banks

68%

Provident Financial

2

Life
Insurance

33%

3

Financial
Services

24%

4

Non Life
Insurance

11%

5

Asset
Managers

7%

Royal Bank of Scotland

24%

Materiality: Clients & Investors
Our criteria
Understanding the needs of customers,
clients and investors through effective
interaction and client service is key to
business sustainability. Living Ratings
looks for evidence across a range
of criteria including the identification
of client types and an explanation
of the client relationship model.

Average company score
for companies

6% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

HSBC

1

Banks

84%

Standard Chartered

2

Life
Insurance

38%

3

Non Life
Insurance

27%

4

Financial
Services

24%

5

Asset
Managers

16%

Catlin Group

31%
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Materiality: Marketplace
Our criteria
When we look at Marketplace we
are looking for industry context and
a clear, comprehensive description of
a company’s interactions with all the
stakeholders with whom they engage.

Average company score
for companies

6% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Provident Financial

1

Banks

50%

F&C Asset Management

2

Life
Insurance

32%

3

Asset
Managers

29%

4

Financial
Services

27%

5

Non Life
Insurance

4%

Legal & General

27%

Materiality: Employees
Our criteria
Employees’ ability, behaviour, motivation
and commitment – all fundamental
to the sustainability of any business
– can maintain and enhance positive
branding as an employer and as a
company. Living Ratings looks for
evidence of companies placing
employee engagement at the heart
of their business strategy.

Average company score
for companies

8% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Standard Chartered

1

Banks

85%

Aviva

2

Life
Insurance

69%

3

Non Life
Insurance

48%

4

Financial
Services

43%

5

Asset
Managers

38%

Standard Life

52%
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Materiality: Suppliers
Our criteria
Businesses have a responsibility to
build sustainable partnerships with all
their suppliers. Living Ratings looks for
evidence of responsible purchasing and
an understanding of how supplier links
can affect other suppliers, customers,
employees and the business itself.

Average company score
for companies

12% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

RSA Insurance

1

Banks

50%

Barclays

2

Life
Insurance

25%

3

Financial
Services

18%

4

Non Life
Insurance

17%

5

Asset
Managers

6%

3i Group

19%

Materiality: Community
Our criteria
Successful companies understand that a
sustainable future requires them to engage
with the communities within which they
operate. There is clear evidence that
people want to work for companies that
care about local communities and abide by
the highest standards of ethical behaviour.
Living Ratings looks at how companies are
embedding community engagement into
their businesses in ways that add value to
their activities in all their markets.

65% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Close Brothers Group

1

Banks

Paragon Group

2

Life
Insurance

91%

3

Non Life
Insurance

76%

4

Financial
Services

57%

5

Asset
Managers

55%

IG Group

Average company score
for companies

71%
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Materiality: Environment
Our criteria
While environmental issues are of limited
relevance to many financial services
companies, taking action on climate
change on behalf of shareholders could
benefit them in the long run by, at the
very least, building and sustaining
the trust of employees and other
key stakeholders.
Minimising and managing a company’s
impact on the environment is not
only the right thing to do but makes
sound business sense – an effective
environmental programme can also
offer tangible cost savings and
increased efficiency.

27% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Barclays

1

Banks

92%

International
Personal Finance

2

Non Life
Insurance

71%

Aberdeen
Asset Management

3

Life
Insurance

69%

4

Asset
Managers

55%

5

Financial
Services

50%

Average company score
for companies

63%
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User Experience & Engagement: Home page & Introduction
Our criteria
Our first priority in this category is
to ascertain whether we could locate
a company’s sustainability programme
or if a company has given us a clear
introduction to sustainability through
an identifiable URL for example.

Average company score
for companies

80% companies scored
including

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Five-star

Sector rankings

Man Group
HSBC

1

Life
Insurance

93%

2

Financial
Services

89%

3

Non Life
Insurance

76%

4

Banks

72%

5

Asset
Managers

65%

Legal & General

80%

User Experience & Engagement: Messaging
Our criteria
Living Ratings looks at the quality and
consistency of key messages about
a company’s sustainability programme;
a clear description of its rationale,
its relevance and the business benefits.

Average company score
for companies

59% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Henderson Group

1

Banks

80%

3i Group

2

Life
Insurance

78%

3

Asset
Managers

58%

4

Financial
Services

57%

5

Non Life
Insurance

22%

St James’s Place

57%
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User Experience & Engagement: Site structure & navigation
Our criteria
Living Ratings reviews how easy it is to
navigate around the content provided;
is it logically grouped and is it clear
and intuitive – not only online but
in printed materials – to find the
required information?

Average company score
for companies

37% of companies scored
including

Five-star
Standard Life
Phoenix Group
Investec

69%

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings
1

Life
Insurance

87%

2

Banks

86%

3

Financial
Services

64%

4

Non Life
Insurance

62%

5

Asset
Managers

59%

User Experience & Engagement: Content
Our criteria
No amount of great design can disguise
poor content. Living Ratings reviews
the content of companies’ sustainability
communication to determine whether
content has been prepared and presented
with an understanding of the online or
printed medium and whether it is accurate,
current and verified.

Average company score
for companies

10% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

HSBC

1

Banks

89%

Lloyds Banking Group

2

Life
Insurance

62%

3

Financial
Services

49%

4

Non Life
Insurance

30%

5

Asset
Managers

26%

Resolution

46%
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User Experience & Engagement: Design
Our criteria
When we rate design we don’t rate
looks alone, we are rating a clear
presentation of a corporate brand
and how design is used to aid
communication and user experience
within the website, webpage, pdf
or printed report. Without excellent
design great content is simply wasted.

Average company score
for companies

14% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Barclays

1

Banks

93%

Standard Chartered

2

Life
Insurance

82%

International
Personal Finance

3

Financial
Services

73%

4

Non Life
Insurance

60%

5

Asset
Managers

50%

69%

User Experience & Engagement: Search capability
Our criteria
Great content is simply wasted if it is
difficult to find. Living Ratings looks
at whether a search facility is available
throughout a company’s sustainability
website and/or pdf report.

Average company score
for companies

80% of companies scored
including

Five-star

Highest scoring sector
& rankings

Sector rankings

Hiscox

1

Banks

Lancashire Holdings

2

Life
Insurance

89%

3

Non Life
Insurance

89%

4

Financial
Services

86%

5

Asset
Managers

42%

Admiral Group

78%
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Benchmarking financial and professional services communications

Contact us

Living Group
Tea Building, Studio 2.10
56 Shoreditch High Street
London E1 6JJ

If you’d like to get in touch and discuss any
aspect of Living Ratings we would be delighted
to hear from you.

t +44 (0)20 7739 8899

Nick Smith
Communications Director
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